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New Titles for Children and Young People
Altman, Millys N. Racing in Her Blood. Lippincott, 1980. 79-3018. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-
31854-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31895-2. 117 p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Encouraged by her uncle, a former racer, and by the fact that her twin brother is an
M auto racer, Jane is determined to succeed in a sport in which few women participate,
7-9 much less excel. For their eighteenth birthday, their father (owner of an automobile
agency) gives Jane a Sprite and her brother Jay a Porsche. She is angry and envious,
her resentment at this preferential treatment subsiding somewhat when she learns
that a course at a road-racing school is part of the gift. The rest of the story has to do
with Jane's rupture with her boy friend, who resents the amount of time she gives to
her hobby; to her decision to give up the college to which she's been admitted so that
she can, like her brother, do more racing; and to descriptions of racing events in
which Jane participates and in which her ability improves. A slight structure, little
depth of characterization, and a pedestrian writing style weaken the book; it's prob-
able that it will appeal to some readers because of the depiction of a young woman
devoted to a sport traditionally male or because they are auto racing buffs.
Arrick, Fran. Tunnel Vision. Bradbury, 1980. 79-25939. ISBN 0-87888-163-8. 167p. $8.95.
What impels a fifteen-year-old who is a good student, popular, an athlete, appar-
R ently happy with his friends and his family, to commit suicide? All of the people who
7-12 loved him were aware that he had changed, but just before he took his own life he
seemed to have changed back to the old Anthony, much to their relief. The story
begins with Anthony's death and it is through the probing of memories (and some
interpolated, italicized flash-back conversations) that the pattern and the motivation
emerge. Almost everyone feels guilty, and while each person has contributed to the
pressures in Anthony's life, there is no single person who is culpable; Arrick draws a
convincing and moving picture of the unhappy Anthony's search for a peace he could
only envision through surrender, and a perceptive picture of the anguished adjust-
ment of his family and friends. Tragic though the event is, it brings better under-
standing to them and, to some of them, a better relationship with each other.
Baehr, Patricia Goehner. The Way to Windra; illus. by Gail Owens. Warne, 1980. 79-23272.
ISBN 0-7232-6179-2. 119p. $7.95.
Using the familiar device of absent parents, Baehr has the two children of her
Ad fantasy adventure move through a magic portal to the land of Windra; the catalyst is
4-6 Aunt Margaret Matilda, who has come to take care of Holly and Edward, and who
divulges to them that she is half elf. The elves of Windra are being threatened by
giants, and their community is saved by the children with the help of an articulate
crow, a friendly river serpent, and the three winds that rule the land. The writing
style is adequate, leavened by action and some humor but weakened by little
characterization of the children and exaggerated characterization of the other
[1]
characters; the dialogue slips occasionally into jarringly contemporary phraseology,
as when the River Wind chortles, "He really got himself into a fix. He was nearly a
goner!"
Beatty, Patricia. That's One Ornery Orphan. Morrow, 1980. 80-10200. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-
22227-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32227-1. 222p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63
net.
Hallie, a strapping thirteen, had already been orphaned, but had been brought to
Ad the orphanage after the death of the grandfather with whom she'd been living. Tough
5-7 and resilient, Hallie is dismayed when on the day the "pickers" come (Beatty ex-
plains in an appended note that nineteenth century orphans really did line up for
display by people who chose them and carted them off immediately) a burly farmer
seems interested in her. In an effort to avoid him, she makes herself agreeable to
three other pickers; each time, hard as Hallie works, the adoption doesn't work out
and she is taken back to the orphanage. At last she cannot evade the farmer-and
she's surprised and delighted to find that he and his wife aren't looking for a worker
but really want a daughter. There's just a bit too much serio-comic drama in Hallie's
various visits, and a bit too much true grit in Hallie, who seems overdrawn, as do
some of the minor characters. The writing style is breezy, often humorous, and the
depiction of place (rural Texas) and time (turn of the century) is excellent.
Berger, Terry. Stepchild; illus. with photographs by David Hechtlinger. Messner, 1980. 79-
28100. ISBN 0-671-33008-X. 63p. $6.97.
David misses his father, and is not enthralled when Mom tells him she's going to
M marry her friend Peter. Peter also has been divorced, and his two children are no
3-5 more pleased than David is. Mom and Peter marry, and sometime later announce that
they are going to have a baby; meanwhile David shows jealousy of his step-siblings
(and they of him) and resentment against Peter. In time, however, he relaxes, learns
to appreciate his stepfather's patience and affection, becomes resigned to the fact
that Peter is a disciplinarian, and even admits to himself that it's possible to like Peter
and still love his father. The photographs are stiff and posed, and the first-person
writing style is choppy; the reactions and attitudes that David describes are realistic,
but are put together like pieces of a puzzle rather than a narrative.
Brooks, Jerome. Make Me a Hero. Dutton, 1980. 79-20269. ISBN 0-525-34475-6. 152p. $8.95.
A story set in a heterogeneous Chicago neighborhood during World War II is
R impressive both because of its vivid evocation of a time and a place, and because of
6-9 the depth and insight with which Brooks develops his protagonist, Jake Ackerman.
Jake is twelve, the youngest of four, and aware that his parents' emotional concerns
are focused on the three older boys, all in the service. He desperately wants to make
his mark, make his parents proud of him; he gets a job with elderly Mr. Gold, who
takes a fancy to him, but that doesn't seem enough. Jake's had no religious educa-
tion, and he decides to join another boy, Harry Katz, and study for his Bar Mitzvah.
Jake looks up to Harry, and is amazed when Harry is just as afraid as he is of the
bigoted bullies who periodically have taunted and attacked him. It is old Mr. Gold,
rather than Jake's parents, who helps the boy understand human frailty and the need
to compromise, who helps Jake gain tolerance and accept responsibility. A touching
and trenchant story, strong in characterization, is firmly structured and cohesive.
[2]
Bunting, Eve. Demetrius and the Golden Goblet; illus. by Michael Hague. Harcourt, 1980.
79-14865. Trade ed. ISBN 0-15-223186-2; Paper ed. ISBN 0-15-65282-1. 34p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Paper ed. $3.95.
Although this is in picture book format, it is long and complicated enough, both in
Ad vocabulary level and concept difficulty, to be more appropriate for independent
4-6 readers in the middle grades. A prince, longing to swim in the sea, was forbidden by
his father because it was too dangerous; years later, when the prince became king, he
was told that he owed it to his people to guard his own safety. Once, as a young man,
he had talked to an old, blind man who told him of the beauty of the deep waters. As
king, he tried to get a young sponge diver to give him vicarious pleasure by describing
the beautiful things he saw while underwater, but the boy saw nothing, nothing but
the objects for which he was diving. Then the king decided that he had been taught a
lesson, that the heart saw more clearly than the eyes. The ending is weak, the story
told with just enough deliberation to slow the pace. The illustrations, some black and
white and some in full color, are richly detailed and romantic in mood, the style
reminiscent of Victorian and Edwardian illustrators.
Carrick, Carol. The Crocodiles Still Wait; illus. by Donald Carrick. Houghton/Clarion, 1980.
79-23519. ISBN 0-395-29102-X. 28p. $8.95.
Ink and wash drawings in earth colors illustrate the description of a colossal
R crocodile of prehistoric times. The text focuses on the period of brooding and hatch-
2-3 ing but is not restricted to that aspect of the crocodile's life cycle; it pictures the
mother's protective care in defending her eggs against dinosaurs, the father's defense
of his territory, the adaptation of crocodiles to the surrounding temperature, the
constant battle for survival in a violent, primitive time. The writing style is smooth,
the material of the continuous text informative and dramatic.
Carrick, Malcolm. Mr. Tod's Trap; written and illus. by Malcolm Carrick. Harper, 1980.
79-2012. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021113-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021114-8. 64p. (I Can
Read Books). Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $6.89.
A Mr. Micawber among foxes, Mr. Tod is full of ideas; his wife and children, duly
R impressed by his eloquent statements and ingenious plans for catching rabbits, are
1-2 disappointed repeatedly when his plans go awry. They are also hungry. Finally Mrs.
Tod suggests that, since the children love having their father home to tell stories and
tuck them in at bedtime, she will forage for food and Mr. Tod can stay at home and
make the cubs happy. Naturally, Mr. Tod soon thinks it was his own fine idea. The
softly colored line drawings have humorous details, sometimes hard to see on those
pages that are crowded. The story has humor, a reversal of stock sex roles, and a
feeling of family affection; the brisk text has a nice balance of exposition and di-
alogue, the latter dominant.
Christian, Mary Blount. The Devil Take You, Barnabas Beane! illus. by Anne Burgess. T. Y.
Crowell, 1980. 79-7891. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03997-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-
03998-0. 44p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.89.
Rich and stingy, Barnabas Beane clung to his gold and his hoarded food; he even
Ad turned away an orphan who, shivering in the cold, stood at Beane's door and asked
2-4 for a crumb from the table, a halfpenny for soup, or at least to come in and get warm
by the fire. Thrice refused, the orphaned John said, "May the devil take you, Bar-
nabas Beane!" And that night there were footprints in the snow, prints that looked as
though they had been made by a cloven hoof, prints that stopped at the front door and
continued at the back. Terrified, sure that the devil had been in his house, Beane took
John's advice and shared his food and gold with the villagers; he even invited them in
[3]
to share the warmth of his fire. They all were happy, no one more than Beane. And
outside, a field mouse heard all the noise and left the roof that had been its haven for
several nights. The story is adequately told, a bit bland but useful for storytelling; it's
nicely structured and is illustrated with humorous, economically composed line
drawings.
Christopher, Matthew F. The Dog that Stole Football Plays; illus. by Bill Ogden. Little, 1980.
79-13266. ISBN 0-316-13978-5. 48p. $6.95.
Mike sees Harry, an Airedale, in a pet store window and discovers they can
Ad communicate telepathically, so he convinces his parents to buy the dog. Harry's
2-4 advice, as he sits on the sidelines at football games and listens to the plays called by
the coaches of the opponents, gives Mike's team a no-loss record. One day Harry is
ill, and Mike's team plays a very bad first half; a pep talk from Mike's father spurs the
team to greater efforts, and the game ends in a tie. None of the other players can
understand why Mike buys Harry a celebratory hamburger as an award, saying "He
stayed home when we needed him most." Presumably the lesson is you-can-do-it-if-
you-try; although the fantasy element may appeal to primary grades readers, it
doesn't blend convincingly with the action sequences. However, the writing is brisk,
lightly humorous, and well suited in brevity and simplicity for young sports fans.
Christopher, Matthew F. Run, Billy, Run. Little, 1980. 79-20627. ISBN 0-316-14020-1. 145p.
$7.95.
Fourteen-year-old Billy signs up for the track team, but has to overcome several
Ad obstacles: teammates who jeer because he comes in last in a race, fatigue because he
5-7 has to help his father saw and chop wood for fuel, and the discomforting candor of a
brother who thinks Billy will never make it. In the last sports sequence of the story,
Billy rises to the occasion, winning two events, placing second in another, and
leading the school team to victory. The fact that Christopher has tried to give the
story balance by including family matters, Billy's first friendship with a girl, and some
classroom sequences compensates somewhat for the patterned story line, but it
remains basically a formula plot: beginner copes with tough coach and jeering team-
mates but saves the day in a big competition. The characters have little depth; the
writing style is adequate but no more than adequate.
Clifton, Lucille. My Friend Jacob; illus. by Thomas Digrazia. Dutton, 1980. 79-19168. ISBN
0-525-35487-5. 26p. $7.95.
Subtly textured black and white drawings echo the gentle tone of a story in which a
R black child speaks with affection and patience of his friendship with a white adoles-
K-2 cent neighbor (Jacob is seventeen, Sam eight) who is retarded. Jacob is Sam's "very
very best friend" and all of his best qualities are appreciated by Sam, just as all of his
limitations are accepted. This isn't structured, it has no story line and little action,
but it is strong in the simplicity and warmth with which a handicapped person is loved
rather than pitied, enjoyed rather than tolerated.
Cobb, Vicki. Bet You Can't! Science Impossibilities to Fool You; by Vicki Cobb and Kathy
Darling; illus. by Martha Weston. Lothrop, 1980. 79-9254. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-
41905-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51905-9. 128p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67.
Cobb and Darling have compiled a series of impossible tasks, suggesting to the
R reader that it will be fun to stump their families and friends by betting they can't
4-7 perform them. The demonstrations are simple (trying to pick something up when
one's feet are together, heels against the wall; trying to make a candle flame pass
through a metal strainer) and the results guaranteed: the tricks can't be done. All of
[4]
this is fun, and should appeal to children; what gives the book added value is the fact
that the authors explain why the tricks can't be done in terms of physical principles;
the tricks are grouped by such principles, with a section based on the law of gravity,
another on fluids, another on mathematics, and so on. Brisk line drawings clarify the
instruction; an index is appended.
Cole, Brock. No More Baths; written and illus. by Brock Cole. Doubleday, 1980. 78-22790.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14714-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-14715-5. 40p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $8.90.
Annoyed because her parents and her older brother tease her about being dirty,
R and more annoyed because her mother says she has to take a bath in the middle of the
K-2 day, Jessie decides to decamp. She runs into a chicken who tells her to try life
chicken-style, and shows her how to frazzle, which entails nestling down into some
sand and then shaking your feathers. Jessie tries it: she can't get sand out of her hair,
and she itches all over. Then she tries grooming herself like a cat, at the cat's
suggestion; then she wallows with the pig. None of it works, so Jessie goes home and
has a bath. Wrapped in a towel and cuddled on her mother's lap, Jessie is hugged.
"There now," her mother says, "There are worse things than taking a bath, aren't
there?" And Jessie answers, "Nope." Children should enjoy that ending as well as
the situation, and readers-aloud should enjoy the lightness and humor of the writing;
for example, when Jessie makes her poor try at frazzling, Mrs. Chicken says, "Not
just anybody can be a chicken. Why, frazzling is child's play compared to laying
eggs!" The illustrations, watercolors that have a light touch and intriguing detail that
is reminiscent of Peter Spier's style, are engaging in detail and attractive in composi-
tion.
Cookson, Catherine. Mrs. Flannagan's Trumpet. Lothrop, 1980. 79-26352. Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-41940-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51940-7. 192p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.63.
Because their widowed mother needs a long stay in a nursing home, Eddie and his
R younger sister must go to stay with their maternal grandparents, the Flannagans.
6-8 Eddie has always detested his grandmother because she had refused to admit his
father to her home, feeling that her daughter had married beneath her. And he
detested the way she used her ear trumpet, the way she barked at him. Only at the
end of a long, dramatic adventure in which his sister and the Flannagan maid (his
sweetheart) were kidnapped by, and rescued from, white slavers, did Eddie come to
appreciate his grandmother's heroic nature, and to understand that her gruffness hid
love and pride. In the end, when all the family is safe and reunited, Eddie also
realizes that he loves his Gran, trumpet and all. The setting is Victorian, an English
coastal village, and the writing style has vitality and color; characterization and
dialogue are strong, and the plot, although on the melodramatic side and touched
with one fanciful element (a ghostly figure appears in Eddie's dreams and leads to a
real-life rescue), is deftly structured.
Corcoran, Barbara. Rising Damp. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22675. ISBN 0-689-30736-5. 14 5p.
$7.95.
Hope, fifteen, is aware that her parents consider her a nuisance and have always
Ad looked for places to send her so that they can devote themselves to their careers.
6-8 She's not pleased when told that she's to spend the summer in an Irish cottage with
her mother's assistant, Eileen, who had rented it in the expectation of going there
with her lover, who'd then dropped her. Hope is uncooperative, often hostile, and
rejects most of Eileen's overtures toward friendship. She becomes embroiled with a
[5]
gypsy boy who disappoints her just as Eileen had been disappointed; out of this bitter
experience, desperately needing affection, Hope finally turns to Eileen and both of
them find consolation in friendship and a promise that the rest of the summer may
even bring pleasure. The writing style is practiced and the dialogue and characteriza-
tion are strong, but the plot is erratic in pace, often lagging.
Cunningham, Julia. A Mouse Called Junction; illus. by Michael Hague. Pantheon, 1980.
79-9927. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84112-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94112-8. 29p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.99.
Warm and protected, loved and well-fed, young Junction had never cried, never
Ad been afraid, never been out in the world. Curious, he slipped away one night and was
K-2 enchanted by every new thing he saw in the world outside; he wasn't even worried
when a bird and a squirrel warned him about Rat, that predatory monster. Attacked
by an owl, Junction was rescued by Rat; no monster, the mouse thought, but an
impressive and wonderful creature. Warmed by Junction's adoration, Rat returned
the little mouse's love; so they lived together and were the best of devoted friends.
Hague's paintings, restrainedly romantic and evocative of night and forest, are dis-
tinctively detailed and composed; Cunningham's story is written with expectable
clarity and grace although the plot is not strong and the ending seems more a hasty
despatching of characters than a logical development of what has preceded it.
Demi. Where Is It? written and illus. by Demi. Doubleday, 1979. 78-22634. Trade ed. ISBN
0-385-14846-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-14847-X. 48p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$8.90.
The game element in this puzzle book will undoubtedly appeal to children; it
Ad encourages observation, and it moves from simple puzzles to those that are more
2-4 taxing visually. On each page, or double-page spread, a small figure (or a pair of
figures) appears in a box at the top of the page; the page is sprinkled with small bright
drawings, and the child is expected to match the boxed figure with its duplicate on the
page. Answers are provided at the back of the book in small scale replicas of the
pages; these are in black and white, with a pink arrow pointing to the appropriate
drawing on each page.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony. The Lady of Guadalupe; written and illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Holiday House, 1980. 79-19610. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-8234-0373-4; Paper ed. ISBN
0-8234-0403-X. 48p. Hardcover ed. $10.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
A picture book version of the story of the patron saint of Mexico, Our Lady Mary
R of Guadalupe, recounts how she appeared to Juan Diego, centuries ago, and marked
K-3 his garment with a miraculous picture. Whether readers interpret this as a confirmed
miracle or a legend, the story has inherent drama; it is smoothly told and illustrated
by De Paola at his best, with soft colors, a sculptured look to the figures and, on many
pages, an effective frieze arrangement. Both the English and Spanish versions are
published in paperback and hardback.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony, ad. The Prince of the Dolomites; ad. and illus. by Tomie de
Paola. Harcourt, 1980. 79-18524. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-15-263528-9; Paper ed.
ISBN 0-15-674432-5. 48p. Hardcover ed. $8.95; Paper ed. $4.50.
Within the thin framework of a contemporary setting, a story is told by an old man
R to a group of children; this retelling of a traditional tale from northern Italy is a
K-3 romantic "why" story that explains the pastel beauty of the Dolomite mountains.
Once they were dark and forbidding; in that long-ago time a young prince fell in love
with a moon princess, and learned from the little people he'd once helped that he
[6]
must bring a perfect rose to win the heart of the princess. The prince reached the
moon, won the princess, and brought her back to earth; although she was happy, she
was oppressed by the dark mountains. Again the little people solved the problem, and
magically wove moonbeams to cover the dark mountains forever. Many familiar
devices of the oral tradition (kindness rewarded, the magic of a talisman, the quest, the
power of love) are combined in a smooth retelling, minimally marred by the illogical
repetition of some Italian into English ("Grazie. Thank you," but "buon viaggio" is
not translated.) The illustrations are among De Paola's best, restrained in composi-
tion, and with a strong sense of design.
De Regniers, Beatrice Schenk, ad. Everyone Is Goodfor Something; illus. by Margot Tomes.
Houghton/Clarion, 1980. 79-12223. ISBN 0-395-28967-X. 27p. $8.95.
A Slavic folktale is retold with zest and humor, and is illustrated with pictures that
R share both qualities; Tomes uses repetition to advantage, as the boy tries approach-
K-3 ing some of his potential employers a second time, with identical small-print cap-
tions. De Regniers begins with brio, in good folktale style, "There was this boy. His
mother said he was good for nothing. And so the boy, too, thought he was good for
nothing." As in so many folktales, the boy (no name is used) is rewarded for his
kindness to other creatures, there's a touch of magic to implement this (a talking cat),
and the ending is cozy and secure, as the cat is proved right; everyone is good for
something. Nice to read alone or aloud, or to use for storytelling.
Ellis, Ella Thorp. Sleep-walker's Moon. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22665. ISBN 0-689-30739-X.
234p. $9.95.
Used to living alone with her quiet, serious father, Anna (fourteen and motherless)
R had always thought her summers with the Raymond family her greatest joy. Now it is
7-9 1942, and Anna-who tells the story-is disturbed because her father has gone to
England to join the war effort, but looks forward to living with the Raymonds,
especially to having Paula Raymond as her almost-sister. She discovers that there are
tensions and jealousies in family life, and finally decides to leave, accepting the offer
of an uncle's hospitality. There is no strong story line, but the situation and the
characters are explored in depth, especially in the shifting balance of relationships
between members of a family. Not exciting, but thoughtfully developed and be-
lievably told, the book deals with many of the concerns that are universal among
adolescents, and it develops some momentum when the United States enters the war
and some of Anna's friends become involved.
Foster, John, comp. A First Poetry Book; illus. by Chris Orr, Martin White, and Joseph
Wright. Oxford, 1980. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-19-918113-6; Paper ed. ISBN 0-19-
918112-8. 127p. Hardcover ed. $10.95; Paper ed. $5.95.
Although the cover is strident and the illustrations range, at times in jarring con-
R trast, from cartoon-harsh to delicately subdued, the page layout and the large, clean
2-4 print of this poetry anthology make it eminently appropriate for younger readers.
Most of the selections are from the work of English poets; most of the contributors,
British and American, are contemporary. The poems have been chosen with discre-
tion: few are long, most are humorous, and all are directed toward the interests,
emotions, and experiences of children.
French, Dorothy Kayser. I Don't Belong Here. Westminster, 1980. 79-26905. ISBN 0-664-
32664-1. 103p. $8.95.
Because her parents have gone to South America, sixteen-year-old Mary has come
to stay with her grandmother for a year. Gram doesn't show up at the bus station, and
[7]
when Mary gets to the house she discovers that Gram is senile and forgetful; much of
M the time she thinks her grandchild is her daughter, she forgets that her husband is
6-8 dead, and she insists on doing things she shouldn't, like driving. Mary doesn't feel
she can cope, and she doesn't want to stay with Gram. When Gram is hospitalized
after a minor accident, Mary realizes she loves her and she decides that she'll learn to
cook, take care of Gram, and adjust to the old woman's erratic behavior. Part of her
resolve is due to the fact that she's infatuated with the one young man she's met, and
wants him to think well of her. Mary's reaction to senility is not unrealistic, but it
doesn't provide much of a story line; this seems more a fictional framework for a
superficial study of one pattern of old age, and it's written in pedestrian style.
Gardner, Robert. This Is the Way It Works; A Collection of Machines; illus. by Jeffrey Brown.
Doubleday, 1980. 79-7493. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14697-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-
14698-1. 127p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
Descriptions of various tools and machines, with explanations of how they func-
M tion, are grouped under such headings as light, appliances, and recreations; the final
7- section discusses solar heaters, nuclear reactors, electric cars, etc. under the rubric
"In the Future." Gardner is a science teacher and his descriptions are accurate;
however, the book is weakened by the fact that each topic is so briefly treated (from a
page to several pages) and that some background is needed in many instances; for
example, in the entry on lasers, where some understanding of atomic structure and
terminology is assumed. Each entry is prefaced by a paragraph of introduction, set
off center and printed in red, not easily legible type. An index is appended.
Garfield, Leon. Footsteps. Delacorte, 1980. 80-65834. ISBN 0-440-02634-2. 192p. $8.95.
With his usual Dickensian panache, Garfield describes an eighteenth century Lon-
R don adventure that is rich in the idiom of the period, and-since the story is told by
5-8 the protagonist, twelve-year-old William Jones-fraught with the emotions that a
child would feel but that might be excessive if told from the authorial viewpoint. Just
before his death, William's father (creator of the pacing footsteps that haunt the boy)
had told him that he had once robbed his business partner, Alfred Diamond. William
runs off to London to find either Diamond or his son and purge his conscience on his
father's behalf, and not until he has several encounters with a man named Robinson
does he realize that "Robinson" is Diamond's son and is bent on destroying the
Jones family. The delightfully lurid tale ends with young William rescuing Diamond
from the Jones house where he is trapped in the blaze he vengefully started. Colorful,
fast-paced, and written with craftsmanship.
Gates, Doris. A Morgan for Melinda. Viking, 1980. 79-19786. ISBN 0-670-48932-8. 189p.
$9.95.
Ten-year-old Melinda tells the story of her conversion of horse-owner to horse-
R lover, the reverse of the usual pattern in girl-loves-horse stories; indeed, this has far
4-6 more substance than most of the formula tales, not because of the conversion but
because of the smooth writing style, the warmth of the relationship between Melinda
and her parents, and the tender (but not sentimental) friendship between Melinda and
an elderly friend who encourages Melinda to be a writer. It is her father who wants
Melinda to ride and insists on buying a horse; and it is because she is aware how
much her brother, who had died of leukemia, had wanted a horse, and how he and
Dad had planned to have one, that she reluctantly, fearfully agrees to try. The
conversion isn't sudden; Melinda gains confidence very slowly as her ability to ride
improves, and there is no dramatic first-blue-ribbon ending, just a child's joy at
having learned a new skill and at having an animal to love.
[8]
Gemming, Elizabeth. Lost City in the Clouds; The Discovery of Machu Picchu; illus. by Mike
Eagle. Coward, 1980. 78-31877. ISBN 0-698-30698-8. 75p. $5.99.
It was while he was at a meeting in Cuzco in 1909 that the young American history
R professor Hiram Bingham first heard the legend of the Peruvian "lost city in the
6-8 clouds." Two years later he came back to Peru as head of an expedition to hunt for
the lost city, and found the massive, well-preserved remains of the huge mountain
complex that he named Machu Picchu; after another two years he directed another
expedition to the site, and the city was cleared and mapped, with all its streets,
homes, temples, and fountains. He found human remains, but who lived in Machu
Picchu, why the massive complex was abandoned is still not known, although some
of the theories about it are explained in Gemming's final chapter. It's fascinating
material, adequately although rather densely told; the dialogue (which lightens the
style to an extent) is invented but is based on Bingham's accounts of his several
journeys. A glossary, a chronology, and a selected bibliography are appended.
Gerson, Corinne. Son for a Day; illus. by Velma Ilsley. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22613. ISBN
0-689-30742. 140p. $8.95.
Danny's father had "cut out" before Danny was born, his mother was in California
Ad trying to get a job in television, and he was staying with Aunt Dorothy, who worked
4-6 nights and weekends, so he was lonely. Then he had a great idea: if he could find a
"Zoodaddy" (a divorced man taking his child to the zoo) he might act so friendly
that the father would invite him along to keep his child company. It worked beauti-
fully, even leading to other (invited) excursions, and soon Danny had to buy a date
book to keep track of his dates with all his new friends. All of this was a secret from
Aunt Dorothy, until he found a "zoomother" who was a television reporter, and she
reported her encounter with Danny on a program. The story ends with a special
program (in the "This Is Your Life" style) featuring Danny, with a surprise appear-
ance by his mother and plaudits from all his Bronx Zoo friends. The ending is
satisfying but a bit pat, since Mom gets a job on the strength of her appearance on the
TV show; they move to Chicago, Danny visits the Museum of Science and Industry,
and he envisions new vistas: museumdaddies! The story, told by Danny, is lively and
pleasant if a bit crowded with characters. The concept is novel and the protagonist
sympathetic.
Giff, Patricia Reilly. Today Was a Terrible Day; illus. by Susanna Natti. Viking, 1980. 79-
12420. ISBN 0-670-71830-0. 26p. $6.95.
"Ronald Morgan, why are you crawling under the table like a snake?" To retrieve
Ad a pencil. "Ronald Morgan, it is a crime to sign other people's names." He'd only
K-2 added his mother's name so she wouldn't get in trouble. And that was how the day
went, one bad thing after another, especially not being able to read, even in what he
called "the dumb group." Ronald quailed when his teacher gave him a note, but he
was surprised when he was able to read every word and was delighted by the mes-
sage: "I am sorry you had a bad day," and a promise that the next day, together, he
and the teacher would make it a happy day. The illustrations have the sort of guile-
less, slightly-scruffy appeal of Lillian Hoban's classroom scenes; the story should
evoke sympathy from fellow sufferers and satisfaction at the turn of events, but it
seems overbalanced in the long repetition of minor disasters and the brief, sudden
reversal at the close.
Graham, Ada. Careers in Conservation; by Ada and Frank Graham; illus. by Drake Jordan.
Sierra Club/Scribner, 1980. 79-20793. ISBN 0-684-16472-8. 166p. $9.95.
In a book as useful for those interested in a career in wildlife or wilderness con-
servation as it is appealing to conservationists in general, the Grahams describe the
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roles of thirteen men and women who are actively engaged in such work. The ac-
R counts, based largely on interviews and in part on observation, cover a wide range of
6-10 jobs: an industrial ecologist, a lobbyist, a park administrator, a deputy director of the
National Park Service, a biologist working for the National Audubon Society, etc.
The writing is serious but not dry, covering both preparation for jobs and descriptions
of the work each person does; it is enlivened by personal experiences in cited com-
ments and by occasional anecdotes. A brief final section, "Beginning Your Career,"
includes sources of information and precedes an index.
Greenwald, Sheila. It All Began with Jane Eyre; Or, the Secret Life of Franny Dillman;
written and illus. by Sheila Greenwald. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1980. 79-26901. ISBN
0-316-32671-2. 117p. $7.95.
Franny is thirteen. A voracious reader, she "doesn't just read," her mother says,
R "She hurtles herself into books and glues herself to the pages." Worried because
5-8 Franny identifies with Jane Eyre's passions and problems, Mrs. Dillman brings home
some contemporary fiction. Amazed by the drama of divorce, handicaps, and abor-
tion, Franny decides to keep a journal. Now identifying with her new heroines, the
imaginative Franny convinces herself that her brother is in love with a girl, that the
girl is pregnant, that her (Franny's) father is the father of the baby. Franny's sub-
sequent detective work leads her sister to think Franny's pregnant, and her parents
are horrified when they learn that the journal has been turned in to Franny's teacher.
The web of errors is untangled, and no real harm done; in the process of telling this
very funny, witty story Greenwald takes some sly pokes at contemporary realistic
fiction (one of the books is Lord, Can I Call You Collect?) but the strength of the
book is in the characterization and dialogue, both of which ring true.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Fisherman and His Wife; A Tale from the Brothers Grimm;
tr. by Randall Jarrell; illus. by Margot Zemach. Farrar, 1980. 79-3248. ISBN 0-374-
32340-2. 28p. $10.95.
The hilarious tale of greed and retribution is handsomely illustrated in an oversize
R format that is used to full advantage by Zemach, whose paintings are imaginative,
K-3 comic, and effective in composition and color. Jarrell's translation of the story is
* flowing and colloquial, as nice to use for storytelling as it is to read aloud. The humble
fisherman who has let a talking fish return to the sea is repeatedly sent back to ask
this clearly magical and powerful creature for higher status; from a hut to a cottage to
a palace, from a fisherman's wife to king, emperor, and pope-and only when the
ambitious woman insists that her husband ask the fish to make her "like the good
Lord," so that she can control the sun and moon, does the fish rebel-and the story
ends as it began, the circle neatly closed, with the fisherman and his wife back in their
tiny shanty, back in their ragged clothing. Lovely.
Gustafson, Anita, ad. Monster Rolling Skull; And Other Native American Tales; illus. by John
Stadler. T. Y. Crowell, 1980. 79-7890. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04019-9; Library ed.
ISBN 0-690-04020-2. 90p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Gustafson's adaptations are loosely based on tales from many Native American
Ad tribes; the illustrations, in black, white, and tones of gray, have some action and
3-5 humor but little grace or depth. Most of the stories have some comic elements, as the
wily Coyote tricks or is tricked; some of the tales explain natural phenomena. While
the book has some use as a source for storytelling, it is weakened by the intrusion of
contemporary phraseology in the dialogue: at one point, for example, Spirit Bird, on
being told by Crow that the birds want to bring a man back to life, snaps "You and
who else?" and in the title story Coyote relaxes under a tree and sighs, "This is the
life!"
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Haynes, Henry Louis. Squarehead and Me; illus. by Len Epstein. Westminster, 1980. 79-
25523. ISBN 0-664-32663-3. 143p. $8.95.
Squarehead (Robert) is younger than David, who tells the story; they are both
NR black, both sympathetically drawn, and they live in the same apartment building in
5-6 Washington; David looks down on the smaller boy, who can't read or write. Because
it's the start of summer vacation and David's at loose ends, he spends some time with
Squarehead, who doesn't want to go to summer school and experience yet another
failure; when Squarehead disappears and his mother askes David to help find him, the
latter bicycles off to follow-by guess-the path Squarehead may have taken. They
end as visitors to a white family living in the Maryland countryside, because one of
the girls is a classmate of Squarehead's; she's invited him because her mother is a
special education teacher. Sure enough, Squarehead has a specific language disability
and a high I.Q. and the family's grandfather convinces Squarehead's mother to try
the proposed new program. The relationships among the children are fairly realistic,
but the book is weakened by its purposiveness; by the slow and meandering approach
to that purpose, an approach cluttered with incidents that neither further the story
nor have inherent interest (squabbles between David and a neighbor of the people
he's visiting); by a note of patronage implicit in the fact that it's a white family that
sees Squarehead's problem and wants to help him, even having to convince his
mother; and-perhaps most of all-by the labored colorfulness of the writing style,
particularly in David's exposition.
Haywood, Carolyn. The King's Monster; illus. by Victor Ambrus. Morrow, 1980. 79-18134.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22214-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32214-X. 30p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
The king is amused by his subjects' complaints about his monster and all the ways
R it troubles them: its fetid breath that pollutes the atmosphere, its roaring in the night.
K-2 Only a man who can overcome the monster, the king decrees, can win the hand of his
beautiful daughter; frightened by the awesome reputation of the monster, all but one
suitor decamp, despite the beauty and charm of the princess. The one aspirant, who
has loved and been loved by the princess since childhood, goes with the princess to
the palace dungeon and discovers that there is no monster and never has been. It's a
myth. So, in addition to the wedding-bells ending, the story of the monster is used
thereafter by mothers to rebuke children who bring home terrible, exaggerated tales.
The illustrations are rich in color and humor, nicely detailed but spacious in compo-
sition; the story is adequately told although the vocabulary seems sophisticated for
the picture book audience for whom this original tale in the fairy tale tradition is told:
"It was a day of revels and much buffoonery," or, "He was always the victor,
always unseating his opponent." Haywood's hints that the monster is imaginary are
plentiful, and therefore the discovery of the empty dungeon seems rather anticlimac-
tic.
Herman, Charlotte. On the Way to the Movies; illus. by Diane Dawson. Dutton, 1980. 79-
19015. ISBN 0-525-36400-5. 32p. $7.95.
Pencil drawings of two slightly scruffy little boys illustrate an amusing story told
R almost entirely in dialogue, for which the author has a keen ear. Freddie insists that
K-3 he won't be afraid the way he was last year, he's six now, he wants to go to the
movies with his brother Simon. Simon reluctantly agrees; he's almost lost heart by
the time they get there, since Freddie has already tripped over his shoelaces, begged
for an ice cream cone, and so on. When they get to the theater, a friend who has just
seen the show describes with relish each horrifying detail. Simon, teeth chattering,
tries to convince Freddie he'll be too frightened, but Freddie is adamant. And so they
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go to the movies. Written with a simplicity that's deceptively ingenuous, this should
bring grins of recognition to very young movie fans.
Hillert, Margaret. Happy Easter, Dear Dragon; illus. by Carl Kock. Follett, 1980. 79-23814.
Library ed. ISBN 0-695-41363-5; Paper ed. ISBN 0-695-31363-0. 27p. Library ed.
$3.39; Paper ed. $1.12.
Save for the last line, "Oh what a happy Easter, dear Dragon," the dragon is never
M mentioned but is pictured as the companion of the boy who is preparing for the
1-2 holiday by watching baby animals, pointing at a rainbow, dyeing eggs and hanging
them on a twig tree, and going to church. "Now come with me. Run, run, run. I want
you to see something. Look here. Look here. Little yellow balls. Little yellow
babies," and so on. This book and others in the series (Happy Halloween, Dear
Dragon, Happy Birthday, Dear Dragon, Merry Christmas, Dear Dragon) and What
You See Is What You Get, have controlled vocabularies, with all the words of the text
printed at the end of each story, and less than outstanding illustration. The text here,
as in the other books, uses repetition, short sentences, and few words that have more
than one syllable; it is stilted and unnatural as dialogue; while children do learn to
read with books like this, such books are not to be preferred to those writers like
Arnold Lobel or Joan Lexau, who write prose that is just as simple, but that has more
fluency and originality.
Hodges, Margaret. The High Riders. Scribner, 1980. 79-25177. ISBN 0-684-16456-6. 172p.
$8.95.
Larry is hastily summoned to England to replace the business manager of his prep
Ad school's team, participating in the Henley races. Snobbish son of snobbish parents,
6-8 he is looking forward to meeting Important People. He feels superior, at first, to the
local people he meets; then he becomes interested in a pretty girl and fascinated by
her parents, who are cultured, gentle, kind, and a contrast to his tense, success-
oriented parents. He also becomes interested in local history, in theories of time, and
in the old inn where he's staying--even in its ghost. The story ends with a visit from
his father, a new father-son rapport-and then, shortly after, the sudden and shock-
ing news from home that Dad has had a fatal heart attack. The canvas is really
overcrowded, yet Hodges blends the separate elements deftly enough to hold the
reader's interest and to make the gradual change in Larry believable. The setting is
intriguing, the characterization competent, and the writing style and dialogue smooth
if not polished.
Houghton, Eric. Steps Out of Time. Lothrop, 1980. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41970-4; Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-51970-9. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67.
Jonathan has just moved with his widowed father to a town where his new class-
R mates, who feel Jonathan is a show-off Londoner, are unfriendly. Lonely, he is
6-8 baffled by the fact that the dense local fogs seem to precipitate another period of time:
it's his house he's in, but it looks different, and he is himself, only the girl who seems
to be his sister calls him "Peter." With each step out of time, Jonathan learns more
about Peter, and about the sister who admires Peter's ability as an artist; indeed, he
gains a confidence in drawing that carries over into his real life. The mystery is in the
relationship between Jonathan and Peter, and science fiction buffs should enjoy the
twist the solution provides. Nicely crafted and structured, the story is weakened a bit
by the ending (rather sudden admiration and acceptance from one classmate) but is
sturdy enough to compensate for this, and is strengthened by the warm father-son
relationship.
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Howe, Deborah. Teddy Bear's Scrapbook; by Deborah and James Howe; illus. by David S.
Rose. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22794. ISBN 0-689-30746-2. 73p. $7.95.
Just right for the primary grades readers, and the episodic structure of this blithe
R story makes it just right for reading aloud to younger children-especially since the
2-4 remembered adventures are told by a teddy bear to his owner. The seven tales are
* part dialogue between the two, part recounting by Teddy; they are framed by a
conversation that sets the stage and are concluded by a charming bit of dialogue
between Teddy and the little girl, an affirmation of their deep affection. The light
tone, the humor, the yeastiness and wit of the writing style and the adventures
themselves (Teddy as a cowboy, an ace reporter, the discoverer of the abominable
snowman, etc.) have vitality, pace, and some unexpected twists-for example, the
abominable snowman proves to be an oversize teddy bear named Clive Neville-
Phillips who is a secret contributor to a major literary magazine.
Jacobs, Joseph. King of the Cats; ad. and illus. by Paul Galdone. Houghton/Clarion, 1980.
79-16659. ISBN 0-395-29030-9. 32p. $8.95.
Galdone follows closely, in his adaptation, the version by Joseph Jacobs on which
R this tale is based (from More English Fairy Tales) but has simplified the exposition
K-3 and removed the dialect from the dialogue. A smooth retelling, the story is hand-
* somely illustrated by large-scale pictures that fill, but do not crowd, the pages;
Galdone's draughtsmanship is at its best here, with effective composition and use of
color to create the eerie graveyard scenes and the staring, frightened eyes of the old
gravedigger and his wife as he tells the tale of the burial service for the King of Cats.
The style isn't quite as flavorful as that of Jacobs, but the simplified language makes
this version a good choice for telling to young children or for reading aloud.
Kherdian, David. It Started with Old Man Bean. Greenwillow, 1980. 79-18372. ISBN 0-688-
80247-8. 217p. $7.95.
Although this nostalgia piece is set in the midwest in the 1940's, there is little-save
Ad for some references to prices or to current sports figures-to identify time or place;
5-7 Ted tells the story of a camping trip he and his friend Joe took, and their isolation
focuses the reader's attention on the joys or problems of the trip, which could be any
place, and almost any time. For readers who enjoy camping or the outdoors, this may
have strong appeal, but for the general reader it may seem long and painstakingly
detailed. There is some variation: Joe suffers a multiple fracture of the elbow and it's
a struggle to get back home, and the two almost drown in the last episode. Basically,
however, it's a record of fishing, cooking, talking, and hiking, all a bit drawn out.
Leach, Christopher. Meeting Miss Hannah. Warne, 1980. 79-21818. ISBN 0-7232-6178-4.
136p. $7.95.
Everyone in their small Texas town is curious about who bought the old Bergsson
M house, had it extensively remodeled and fenced, and lived there in seclusion. Nobody
5-7 is more curious than fourteen-year-old Louise, so she climbs the high board fence-
and is caught. There's Bernard, a Chinese-American servant who guards old Miss
Hannah with ferocity, and there's Miss Hannah, an imperious elderly woman who's
clearly afraid of the couple Louise has seen and mentioned. The couple proves to be
Miss Hannah's children, two hostile people who are determined to get some of their
mother's worldly goods; what is more, Louise by chance (she just happens to be lying
in the grass nearby when Bernard meets Miss Hannah's children) learns that Bernard
is in cahoots with the two mercenary children. Miss Hannah gives them all some
stock and some jewelry; later they come back, having found that both are fake, and
burn the house down. A secondary plot, with little point except that it takes Louise's
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parents out of town and leaves Louise free to pry about, has to do with the efforts
Louise's father is making to get her mother to move by taking her away to show her
the Oklahoma land he wants to buy. Leach writes well, and his characters and
dialogue are affective, but the melodramatic plot and the several coincidences by
which Louise is involved in it, are unfortunately less believable.
LeGuin, Ursula K. The Beginning Place. Harper, 1980. 79-2653. ISBN 0-06-012573-X. 183p.
$8.95.
Hugh lives with a nagging, demanding mother who insists he be at home every
R night whether she is there or not; one day he finds that his woodland ramble has a
7- threshold to a world where time (real time) stops. Irene, escaping from an unhappy
domestic situation, has long known this threshold, the "beginning place" where she
enters another world. She is loved by the people there, and she resents Hugh's
coming, resents even more the fact that the residents of this world of perpetual
twilight, Tembreabrezi, seem to regard Hugh as their hero. For both young people,
Tembreabrezi is a haven until they are presented with a formidable task: to save the
country by going alone into the mountains to slay the loathsome creature that is
preying on the land. The journey beings the two closer together, first as companions
and then as lovers; coming back to their own world, Hugh and Irene plan their future
together, each strengthened by the other's love. LeGuin is an articulate spellbinder,
weaving realism and fantasy together so that each augments the other; her characters
are developed in depth, her plot constructed with skill, pace, and suspense.
Le Guin, Ursula K. Leese Webster; illus. by James Brunsman. Atheneum, 1980. 79-10424.
ISBN 0-689-30715-2. 30p. $7.95.
One of many spiders living in a deserted palace, Leese wondered why her webs,
R beautiful and practical though they were, must be the same every time; she began
K-3 experimenting, and the other spiders looked at her work with more curiosity than
approbation. Leese herself, although she loved the intricate patterns and pictures she
wove, was frustrated when she looked at the grey uniformity and remembered the
flashing colors of the jewels that had once decorated the throne. When the building
was opened as a museum, Leese's beautiful webs were put under glass. Leese was
put outdoors; when she wove a web to catch a meal and then saw the dew on her web
catching the sunlight, she thought it was the most beautiful web she'd made. Save for
the slightly grotesque human figures, the illustrations have a spacious fragility that
corresponds neatly to the poetic concept and style of the text of this quiet story.
L'Engle, Madeleine. A Ring of Endless Light. Farrar, 1980. 79-27679. ISBN 0-374-36299-8.
324p. $9.95.
Vicky, who was twelve in Meet the Austins, is now sixteen and saddened by the
Ad fact that her beloved grandfather has terminal cancer; her summer is further dis-
6-8 turbed because a family friend has lost his life rescuing a would-be suicide, the latter
a rich, unhappy young man who makes demands on Vicky's time and affections. She
is, however, more responsive to Adam, who works at a marine biology station and
who is the first to realize that Vicky has telepathic powers and can communicate with
the dolphins he's using in experiments., There are other characters, other plot
threads, and a plethora of dramatic scenes; the story ends with Vicky's dying grand-
father telling her that she will "bear the light," after which she goes into a debilitated
state and is cured by Adam's taking her out to sea to swim and play with the dolphins.
Recovered, she swims to shore, and the story ends with Vicky in Adam's arms. Only
a writer who has as much finesse and polish could carry this off, and L'Engle does so;
her writing style and characterization carry the burden of a too-crowded plot.
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LeTord, Bijou. Picking and Weaving; written and illus. by Bijou LeTord. Four Winds, 1980.
79-23457. ISBN 0-590-07642-6. 32p. $8.95.
A fabric designer describes the steps in the harvesting, cleaning, carding, spinning,
Ad dyeing, weaving, and marketing of cotton; she adds some of the processes that occur
K-3 after the bolts of fabric move from the wholesale to the retail market. The text is
simple, informative, and quite sedate; the pictures (clean lines in the Lois Lenski
style, with details in primary colors) are equally sedate. Useful, perhaps, but un-
exciting.
Lively, Penelope. Fanny's Sister; illus. by Anita Lobel. Dutton, 1980. 79-20118. ISBN 0-525-
29618-2. 57p. $7.95.
A small gem, this Victorian story that takes place in just a day, sees into a child's
R mind, captures the essence of family life in England's middle class, and is beguiling
4-6 without being saccharine. The writing is polished, with overtones of humor, and the
illustrations fit the story perfectly: grave, sedate, plush, with just a trace of humor.
Oldest in the family, Fanny resents the thin, wailing cry she hears, knowing it means
yet another dear little brother or sister. In church, she dutifully thanks God for the
new baby, but adds, ". . . even though I didn't ask for it, and I wish you would take it
back again." Fanny's other wish is for a cherry tart, and when it is served at dinner she
is suddenly struck by the awful thought that if her wish about the tart was granted,
maybe God will take the baby back again? (Fanny's nine.) Overwhelmed by guilt, she
rushes out of the house and decides to run away. She doesn't run far, and she has an
encounter with the Vicar that is quietly hilarious and touching. This may be too
restrained a story for some children, but it is highly probable that those who enjoy it
will enjoy it with a passion.
Livingston, Myra Cohn, ed. Poems of Christmas. Atheneum, 1980. 80-13627. ISBN 0-689-
50180-3. 129p. $7.95.
As well known for her discrimination and innovation as an anthologist as she is for
R her own poems, Livingston has again compiled a fine book of poems for a special
5- occasion. The poems are grouped around particular aspects of Christmas: the Nativ-
ity, the animals, the three kings and the shepherds, etc. Most of the poems come from
English language sources, but there are poems from other countries and
languages-particularly represented by carols-and poems that are old as well as
new. There are notes on some of the poems in a final section that includes indexes for
authors, titles, first lines, and translators.
Lobel, Arnold. Fables; written and illus. by Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1980. 79-2004. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-023973-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023974-3. 41p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library
ed. $8.79.
Move over, Aesop. In an oversize format, Lobel faces each page of text with a
R framed illustration that is spaciously composed, rich with soft color and amusing
3-5 details, and altogether handsome. The texts of the original fables are short, silly but
* pithy, and smoothly told; all are about animals, and each has-inscribed below in
italics-a moral that is not always what one would expect. Very, very, nice.
Maclachlan, Patricia. Arthur, for the Very First Time. Harper, 1980. 79-2007. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-024045-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024047-4. 128p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed.
$8.79.
Arthur is ten. A quiet, literal child, he is unhappy because his parents squabble; he
is unhappy because he has guessed his mother is pregnant; he is not totally enthralled
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at being taken to stay with Great-Aunt Elda and Great-Uncle Wrisby for the summer.
R He meets a lively girl his own age, Moira, who calls him "Mouse" rather than
4-6 Arthur, and advises him to think less and do more; it is because Arthur changes and
* makes his mark that Moira, at the end of the story, calls him Arthur for the very first
time. By then Arthur has learned a great deal about himself, has learned to care more
for other people, and has gained self-confidence. Other people he cares about (Moira,
her grandfather, his aunt and uncle, some animals) are well worth loving; Mac-
Lachlan has created a wonderfully original and lovable group of people. The story
has a deep tenderness, a gentle humor, and a beautifully honed writing style.
McLenighan, Valjean. What You See Is What You Get; illus. by Dev Appleyard. Follett, 1980.
79-24195. Library ed. ISBN 0-695-41370-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-695-31370-3. 31p. Li-
brary ed. $3.39; Paper ed. $1.50.
In comic-strip frames, with balloon captions carrying the text, this is-although no
NR acknowledgment is given Hans Christian Andersen-an adaptation of "The Em-
1-2 peror's New Clothes." On some pages, two or three frames are crowded into one
page, and the quality of the illustrations is pedestrian although the pages are colorful.
The story is told in anachronistic, stilted dialogue: "The big man is a fool. We can
take him for a ride," "I want something new for the ball. How good is your work?"
"Very good. So good that fools cannot see it." "Do tell. Well, well." It ends with the
"big man," as he is called, standing in long underwear and ever-present crown, coyly
guarding his vital zone, as the assembled throng says "Ha, ha, ha." A poor concept,
when there are so many fine picture book versions of the story, this does not even
have the mitigating facet of being a well-written book as a vehicle for the beginning
independent reader.
MacLeod, Charlotte. We Dare Not Go A-Hunting. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22113. ISBN 0-689-
30751-9. 188p. $8.95.
In a fine suspense story set on an island off the New England coast, the local
R people are upset by the fact that the summer visitors, for the first time, are not hiring
7- them-and they have always counted on this source of income. Bright and competent
Molly Bassett is the exception, not because she's bright but because there's an
emergency in the Truell family and they need someone to look after their child. Thus
Molly learns that another summer family, worried because of an attempted kidnap-
ping the year before, has convinced others that a native must have been responsible.
And thus, because of her involvement with the Truells, Molly turns detective to solve
a new kidnapping, this time of two children. There's one exotic note in the solution,
but otherwise the plot is soundly constructed and as convincing as the solidly drawn
characters. The pace is brisk, the dialogue and atmosphere salty, and the writing
style smooth.
Manushkin, Fran. The Perfect Christmas Picture; illus. by Karen Ann Weinhaus. Harper,
1980. 79-2678. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024068-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024069-5. 64 p.
(I Can Read Books). Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Red and green tints are added to line drawings of the awkwardly shaped Green
Ad family as Mr. Green tries in vain, at various times in the months before Christmas, to
1-2 get a good picture of his six children. The picture is always spoiled by some minor
disaster. Just before Christmas, the children are looking at the awful photographs and
laughing at them, and Mr. Green takes a candid shot of the giggling group--and has a
perfect Christmas picture. Not very substantial, this, but it has a mad/merry air that's
engaging, and it's brief and simple enough for beginning readers. The pictures add a
few comic touches, partly in the antics of the frustrated father as he retreats from
each fiasco.
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Miles, Miska. This Little Pig; illus. by Leslie Morrill. Dutton, 1980. 79-20264. ISBN 0-525-
41145-3. 29p. $6.95.
Realistic but rather repetitive pencil drawings illustrate a bland story about the
Ad smallest pig in a litter of seven; tired of always being last at the trough or the mud
4-6 puddle, she decides to go off on her own. Her quest for another niche comes to
yrs. naught as she queries other animals, but when her siblings find her, sure that she and
they are lost, she leads them home with a stop at the puddle, which she has to herself.
Contented, she even makes so bold as to nip her biggest brother. A modicum of
action here, with little direction to the story; the writing style is simple but a bit
choppy.
Moore, Clement Clarke. The Night Before Christmas; illus. by Tomie De Paola. Holiday
House, 1980. 80-11758. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-8234-0414-5; Paper ed. ISBN 0-
8234-0417-X. 27p. Hardcover ed. $9.95 ($10.95 after 12/31/80); Paper ed. $4.95.
A picture book version of Moore's "A Visit from St. Nicholas" is illustrated with
Ad precise paintings, bordered and stylized, brightly colored. De Paola's style is always
3-6 distinct and recognizable; here he has added some touches of American Primitive.
yrs. The figures are stiff in the outdoor scenes, some of which are busy with detail; the
outdoor scenes are more effective in composition.
National Geographic Society. National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our World. National
Geographic, 1979. 79-17204. Trade ed. ISBN 0-87044-311-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-
87044-312-7. 312p. illus.
Like the Rand McNally atlas by Ogilvie and Waitley, reviewed below, this is an
R oversize book that contains general material about the earth and mapping it, and that
5-7 has from one to six columns of print per page. Here, however, the pages are better
designed and the illustrations of better quality, and there are more (and clearer)
maps. Although the division here is also by continents or island groups, there are
separate sections, within divisions, on individual countries, with a table of facts, a
color picture of the country's flag, and some brief descriptive text about each coun-
try. In addition to the index, a list of "Facts at Your Fingertips" (the lowest lake,
deepest gorge, smallest population, tallest dam, and so on) and a list of "Unfamiliar
Words Explained" are included.
Nixon, Hershell H. Glaciers; Nature's Frozen Rivers; by Hershell H. Nixon and Joan Lowery
Nixon; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1980. 79-24655. ISBN 0-396-07802-8. 60p.
$4.95.
In a continuous text broken up by subject headings, a geologist and his wife
R describe the way in which glaciers form and move, the various formations created by
4-7 glacial flow, and the effects that glaciers have on the land over which they move. The
Nixons conclude with a discussion of the ice ages and the possibility of a future ice
age, and the ways in which glaciers provide a source of water and of water power, a
source now used and available for expanded use in the future. The material is logi-
cally arranged, and the writing style is direct and clear; an index is appended.
Ogilvie, Bruce. Picture Atlas of the Warld; by Bruce Ogilvie and Douglas Waitley. Rand
McNally, 1980. 79-13842. Trade ed. ISBN 0-528-82043-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-528-
80015-9. 96p. illus. $7.95.
An oversize book devotes almost a third of the text to background information
M about the earth (its solar system, the forces that shape it, topography, navigation,
4-6 mapping, energy resources, etc.) before presenting maps, facts, and descriptions of
each of the seven continents. The material in the first part of the book is not well-
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organized; for example, the section on "Water Almost Everywhere," which is
primarily about oceans, is ten pages away from "The Oceans/Our Resources." The
placement of text varies on the pages; the print ranges from one to six columns, often
irregularly broken, so that the pages have a fragmented, cluttered appearance.
Drawings and photographs are fully captioned, but in very small print. The book
gives a great deal of information, and the maps are good, but the format is unattrac-
tive. A list of "Those Hard Words" (sea? continent? export?) is followed by an
index.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Bears of the World. Holiday House, 1980. 79-23149. ISBN 0-8234-
0409-9. 125p. illus. with photographs. $8.95.
Patent discusses the seven bear species, and comments on some of the habits or
R habitats, or the reproductive and breeding patterns that apply to all species. In the
6-9 succeeding chapters, she discusses the American (black) bear, the grizzly, the polar
bear, and others, in more detail; these are followed by a chapter on hibernation; the
two concluding chapters are "Bears and People," which describes bear legends or
early explorers' encounters with bears, and "Living with Bears," in which Patent
discusses research, conservation, and the treatment of bears by the public, with
comments on policies in national parks and advice to those who may encounter bears
there or in the wilderness. As always, Patent is authoritative, clear, and objective,
and her writing style is nicely honed. A bibliography and an index are included.
Pesek, Ludek. Trap for Perseus; tr. from the German by Anthea Bell. Bradbury, 1980. 79-
24862. ISBN 0-87888-160-3. 168p. $8.95.
The year is 2275, the setting a spaceship, and the theme is a society's control of the
R mind of an intelligent and resistant individual. Commander of the Perseus III, Steve
8-12 Blair is separated from his crew when his ship is sent to investigate the disappearance
of Perseus I and II, both lost. He finds that Perseus II is docked at an even older lost
ship, the Argo, and that the community of Argo descendants is a tightly-organized
society that has evolved a new ethical system, rigid and punitive. Pesek's pace is
slow, but its very slowness makes what happens to Blair believable, as he succumbs
to the philosophy of his Tutor; in an effective ending, he waits to receive and isolate
the members of another ship, the Perseus IV, smiling ironically just as someone had
smiled at him. There are many dramatic episodes that serve as foil for the slow
process of Blair's conversion and that give validity and contrast to a science fiction
story with unusual depth.
Pevsner, Stella. Cute Is a Four-Letter Word. Houghton/Clarion, 1980. 79-23626. ISBN 0-395-
29106-2. 190p. $7.95.
Clara has determined that it's going to be her big year, that while she's in eighth
R grade she's going to become popular, get on the cheerleading team, and maybe even
5-7 catch Skip, the handsome captain of the basketball team. She definitely did not plan
to have two friends training rats for a science fair in her basement, or have an
uncongenial girl her own age (niece of her mother's college chum) living at their
house and being hostile. All those things happen, as Clara tells her story, and they
bring some surprising results, for Clara finds, after she's become Skip's girl, that he's
shallow-and that her sense of values has changed-and that she'd rather have true
friends than sycophantic ones. Not a new theme, the maturation of a young adoles-
cent, but Pevsner treats it with sympathy and insight; the characters are rounded, the
relationships change and develop naturally, and the humor of the dialogue and of
Clara's convincing narration are skillfully blended with some of the nicely-meshed,
more serious themes of friendship values, familial affection, and the achieving of
self-confidence that accompanies a sense of perspective about one's own worth.
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Pollock, Bruce. It's Only Rock and Roll. Houghton, 1980. 80-355. ISBN 0-395-29182-8. 232p.
$7.95.
An early prodigy (singer, pianist, composer) in the music business, Eugene May-
R bloom had become so tired of the hyperbole, the broken promises, the dizzying highs
7-10 and lows of a career in rock and roll, that he went to a small town, changed his name,
and worked part-time in happy acceptance of a more peaceful life. It wasn't until his
former manager tracked him down with a promise of new opportunities that May-
bloom reviewed his past and made decisions about his future. Wry, funny, knowl-
edgeable, and shrewd, the story gives an amusing and colorful picture of the world of
rock and roll, and it has lively characters and dialogue.
Prelutsky, Jack. Rolling Harvey Down the Hill; illus. by Victoria Chess. Greenwillow, 1980.
79-18236. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80258-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84258-5. 31p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Since Chess and Prelutsky have the same kind of raffish/macabre humor, the Chess
R drawings of Prelutsky's gang (the nameless narrator and four other, equally scruffy
K-2 specimens) are just right for the poems about the gang's members and their ploys.
Harvey is tubby, greedy, and boastful; in the title poem, the others actually do roll
him down a hill, laughing uproariously; there's a poem about Willie eating a worm,
another about the gang's first try at smoking, which for the narrator is the last: "I
never want to smoke again / 'Cause smoking's really dumb / Next time I feel like
smoking / I think I'll just chew gum." The gang chases girls who want to join their
games: they're dumb, and besides, they might win. The boys run away after their
baseball has broken a window, they lose a quarter down a drain, they sneer at James,
the neighborhood nice boy, and so on. Brisk versifying, familiar situations, and
humor make the book appealing.
Rees, David. The Exeter Blitz. Elsevier/Nelson, 1980. 80-13670. ISBN 0-525-66683-4. 128p.
$7.95.
In his preface to the story, which won the Carnegie Award, Rees explains that he
R has made some changes for the purpose of his narrative but that the background
7-10 details of one exceptionally devastating German air raid on the city of Exeter are
substantially true. Rees focuses on the experiences of one family to show the drama
and the devastation of the blitz; the youngest child, June, and her father are home
when the siren sounds; the middle child and the book's protagonist, Colin, is thought
to be with his mother at the shop where she works, and only his mother knows that he
has left; the oldest daughter, Mary, is seeing a film with her friend Lars. All are
trapped in one way or another; one of them is slightly wounded, and their home is
partially destroyed. The blitz affects them-as it affects others in Exeter-in many
ways beyond physical or material concerns; for Colin, it changes his attitude toward
several people, especially toward a classmate who is a refugee from London. The
viewpoint shifts, as the story moves from one family member's experiences to
another, but it is the shift from one detail of a large canvas to another, not a disruptive
process but a blending. The people are strongly defined, the story developed with
pace and depth, and the details of the bombing raid dramatically vivid.
Rockwell, Harlow. My Kitchen; written and illus. by Harlow Rockwell. Greenwillow, 1980.
79-15929. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80236-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84236-4. 22p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Rockwell's pictures of familiar objects in a kitchen are useful for identification, and
they are shown against spacious white backgrounds with no distracting clutter; for
example, on separate pages a can of soup, a pot for the soup, another picture of the
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opened soup can with a can opener lying beside it, and the pot of soup simmering on
Ad the stove. The text is equally succinct: "The peanut butter is on the shelf," "So is the
2-5 can of soup," and later, "here is the pot for soup." There's no story here, no new
yrs. ideas or unfamiliar objects, but young children should enjoy the identification process
and the conclusion ("My lunch is good!") and beginning independent readers can
also use the book for easy reading practice.
Rockwood, Joyce. Enoch's Place. Holt, 1980. 79-20090. ISBN 0-03-054846-2. 207p. $8.95.
Enoch is fifteen, old enough to choose a life style as his parents did; that's the way
R he feels, but his parents aren't so sure. They helped found the southern mountain
7-10 community where they were treated as young hippies in the sixties; now the incomers
are settled members of Kettle Creek, accepted as stable and reliable by the old-
timers. When an older woman spurns his first tentative advances (Enoch has a
desperate passion for her) the boy feels confirmed: he must get out of Kettle Creek
and into the mainstream. He goes to the city to stay with his uncle's family; although
he enjoys the big high school and finds a compatible girl, Enoch is bored by in-
activity, depressed by the emptiness of his cousins' days, and disapproving of the
cheating at school, the prevalence of drugs, the aimless way his cousin Craig drives
around town looking for excitement. When a fire burns down his parents' home,
Enoch goes back with no reluctance to his own place and knows he belongs. While
this has a strong element of deprecation of almost every aspect of urban living, it
paints a convincing picture of warm, deep family relationships, of a community in
which the old people are loved and the small children encouraged by all ages (Enoch,
for example, dotes on the small twins from another family, and is heartsick when-
while in the city-he hears that a neighbor in her eighties has died.) The characters
come alive and are believable (again, tending to disparage almost every character in
the city segment) and the writing style is fluid. The depiction of setting is strong, the
depiction of the North Carolina mountains vivid.
Sargent, Sarah. Weird Henry Berg. Crown, 1980. 80-13651. ISBN 0-517-54137-8. 113p. $7.95.
In a smooth meshing of fantasy and realism, an economically structured book
R strikes a new variation on an old theme: the existence of dragons in the contemporary
4-6 world. Henry Berg doesn't know that the "lizard" he has is a baby dragon; all he
knows is that his odd, endearing pet has hatched from an ancient egg that had
belonged to his great-grandfather. Elderly Millie Levenson doesn't know Henry, but
she gets in touch with him because she has had a visit from a dragon, a sophisticated
creature sent over from Wales to find the baby that had been left behind a century
ago. Henry wants to keep his pet; Millie, knowing that the dragon is in danger, wants
to get him back to Wales. The conflict is resolved, the mission completed, and the
story concluded with a logic that is right for the parameters of the fantasy. The
writing has good pace and suspense, save for occasional daydreaming passages
(Henry's) that slow the story a bit, but it's a fine and fresh adventure tale.
Schick, Eleanor. Home Alone; written and illus. by Eleanor Schick. Dial, 1980. 79-19785.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-4256-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-8037-4255-X. 56p. Library ed.
$5.89; Paper ed. $1.95.
A small boy describes what happens after school on the day his mother has started
Ad a full-time job. He calls his mother (as directed) after coming in and locking the door
1-3 (as directed) and then gives himself and the cat a snack. He plays with his toys,
answers a telephone call by saying his mother will call back rather than that she is not
home, he reads his mother's note and takes meat out of the freezer as it tells him to
do. There's a hint or two to indicate he's a bit nervous, a bit lonely, but he's staunch
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about it, and uncomplaining. Mom comes home, they tell each other about their day,
and dinner is prepared. A little tepid, but it may assuage other latchkey children; a
little didactic, but not oppressively so. The vocabulary and style are appropriate for
the beginning independent reader; the illustrations (simple lines, blocky figures, cool
pastel tones) have the same bland quality as the text.
Schlein, Miriam. Snake Fights, Rabbit Fights, & More; A Book about Animal Fighting; illus.
by Sue Thompson. Crown, 1979. 79-2340. ISBN 0-517-53417-7. 48p. $6.95.
Nicely detailed and textured black and white drawings, precise and vigorous,
R illustrate a simply written text on fighting within animal species. Schlein explains that
2-4 snakes do not fight other snakes, or birds other birds, in order to kill; they fight to
maintain their territories, to keep others of their kind away from a mate or from their
young, and they fight to maintain rank or repel an unwanted stray. In sum, they fight
for a clearly defined purpose, and such fighting helps in giving individual living space
or maintaining group order or protecting the young. Succinct, authoritative, and
smoothly written, this includes a bibliography of source materials.
Sebestyen, Ouida. Far from Home. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1980. 80-18328. ISBN 0-316-
779326. 204p. $8.95.
Salty was thirteen. He had no idea who his father was; his mother (a mute woman)
R was dead, as were his grandparents; he lived alone with his great-grandmother and
6-8 they were facing eviction. He took the note his mother had left, telling him to go into
* town to the home of Tom and Babe Buckley, where she had worked for many years.
"GO TO TOM BUCKLEY HE TAKE YOU IN LOVE HIM," it said. The boy and
the old woman are taken in on sufferance, Salty determined to earn his keep; the
house is an almost-bankrupt boarding house; there are six adults and Salty. It will
probably be clear to the reader before it is understood by Salty that Tom is his father
and that the fact must be kept from Babe, who has had many miscarriages and who is
loved and protected by her husband. This is not a childlike story, but should have
some of the same kind of appeal that To Kill a Mockingbird has had to many adoles-
cent and pre-adolescent readers: a vividly created microcosm of society, an abun-
dance of sentiment without sentimentality, and a protagonist who is drawn with
compassionate percipience. All of the characters are drawn in depth, in a moving
story in which several of them change believably in response to the others. For some
it develops that the boarding house can never be a home; for Salty, once he accepts
the limitations that Tom puts on their relationship, it becomes a home. While Salty is
the only child in the story, he is the focal point; in him are the passion for justice, the
need for love and security, and the need to identify and belong that all children feel. A
fine novel.
Selsam, Millicent Ellis. A First Look at Whales; by Millicent E. Selsam and Joyce Hunt; illus.
by Harriett Springer. Walker, 1980. 79-5449. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6387-1; Library
ed. ISBN 0-8027-6388-X. 32p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.85.
A continuous text has large print, short sentences, many carefully placed illustra-
R tions, and authoritative information. As is true of other books in the "First Look"
2-3 series by these authors, the stress is on observing and comparing those features that
enable scientists to classify species; at the end of the text, therefore, the differences
are again suggested by an illustrated list headed "To tell whales apart," that suggests
the reader look at size, shape of head, markings, dorsal fins, spout patterns, etc.
There is a minor weakness: the apparent inconsistency of parenthetical phonetics; for
example, the use of "DOOR-sul" for "dorsal," but of "ha-ri-ZON-tal" for "hori-
zontal."
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Skurzynski, Gloria. Honest Andrew; illus. by David Wiesner. Harcourt, 1980. 79-23516. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-15-235672-X; Paper ed. ISBN 0-15-642152-6. 27p. (Let Me Read Books).
Trade ed. $5.95; Paper ed. $1.95.
In a story for beginning independent readers, a small otter learns the difference
R between polite evasion and telling a lie. Lectured by his father because he had lied
1-2 (Andrew had agreed the crayfish were tasty, although he disliked them, because he
didn't want to hurt his mother's feelings, and he had subsequently been detected
spitting out a mouthful.) Andrew takes Papa's adjuration literally. Walking with his
mother, he embarrasses her by telling nothing but the truth, the whole truth; for
example, asked if a neighbor's baby isn't darling, he says she's ugly, that her face is
all wrinkled. Back home, Papa is stumped when he tries to explain the difference
between hurting the neighbor's feelings and hurting Mama's pride in her cooking. It's
Andrew himself who comes up with the answer: being as truthful as politeness
permits; Papa is relieved, and Andrew tells Mama, truthfully, that she's pretty, and
the sweetest Mama in the whole world, and that he hates the salamander stew she's
just served. Skurzynski makes the lesson fun by her light tone and by the borderline
treatment of the disaster humor small children enjoy; the illustrations are in dulled
colors but are given vitality by the comic expressions on the animals' faces.
Slepian, Jan. The Alfred Summer. Macmillan, 1980. 79-24097. ISBN 0-02-782920-0. 119p.
$7.95.
You'd think, perhaps, that a book about a handicapped child and another who is
R retarded and epileptic might be grim or sugary, but this isn't. Slepian has avoided the
5-7 obvious pitfalls and has written a story that is touching without being sentimental,
that smoothly moves back and forth between the narrator's viewpoint and that of
Lester, the fourteen-year-old protagonist who has cerebral palsy, and that probes
with sympathetic insight into the intricacies of pain and courage. Lester is over-
whelmed by his overprotective mother, envious of the gentle love that supports
Alfred, who is younger and retarded. Both handicapped children are enthralled when
Myron, a neighbor, invites them to help him build a boat. Alfred, sunny and happy,
does not see how Myron suffers in his family situation, but Lester does; he realizes
for the first time that a "normal" peer has some of the same kinds of problems he
himself has. The story line is not dramatic, but it's convincing, and it's buttressed by
some exciting incidents, lightened by some moments of triumphant achievement for
Lester, and mitigated in its seriousness by unexpected humor in the dialogue and in
Lester's occasionally caustic comments.
Steptoe, John. Daddy Is a Monster ... Sometimes; written and illus. by John Steptoe.
Lippincott, 1980. 77-4464. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31762-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-
31893-6. 29p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
Bweela, the elder of the two black children of My Special Best Words, again chats
Ad about the things she and her brother Javaka do, focusing on their relationship with
K-2 Daddy and especially the fact that at times he is angry at them and behaves like a
monster. Steptoe's illustrations, heavily outlined pastel masses broken by geometric
forms, show Daddy's face becoming monstrous, in fact. It's nice to have a book
about a father and children who form a family; it's nice to feel the warm love that
permeates the relationship despite the flares of irritation. The writing style (mostly
dialogue, partly Black idiom) is adequate, the pictures are technically brilliant but
may be limited in appeal for close viewing because the lines and shapes that give the
faces expression when viewed at a distance have an almost scrofulous look at close
range.
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Stolzenberg, Mark. Exploring Mime; Illus. with photographs by Jim Moore. Sterling, 1980.
79-650600. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8069-7028-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-8069-7029-4. 128p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.29.
A teacher and performer, Stolzenberg describes techniques of miming in a book
Ad profusely illustrated by photographs. He begins with a series of warm-up exercises,
5- shows how to use body parts and muscles to achieve desired effects, and provides
instruction for creating certain characters or actions in individual performances and
in skits. The book concludes with a section on makeup, some advice on performing in
various situations, a guide to technical exercises, a glossary and index, and two pages
of comments on mime as an art. This will certainly give the beginner some tips on
how to do it, but some of the "instruction" is less than specific; for example, de-
scribing the improvisation of a character, in this case an astronaut, the author
suggests ". . you'd better familiarize yourself with your ship. Where are your
controls? . . How do you communicate with Earth? . . . How long will you be
gone" and later, "When you know your ship, take off. After three days, you land on
Planet X in another Solar System ...
Sutcliff, Rosemary. The Light Beyond the Forest; The Quest for the Holy Grail; decorations
by Shirley Felts. Dutton, 1980. 79-23396. ISBN 0-525-33665-6. 144p. $8.95.
Sutcliff moves from the adventures of one knight of King Arthur's court to
R another's, but the separate episodes are tied by threads of relationships and overlaps
5-7 and they are united by their theme: the quest for the Holy Grail, the cup used at the
Last Supper. Grave, romantic, fluent, and reverent, the writing is perfectly suited to
the auras of high valor and fealty that distinguished the chivalric code. This is not the
only fine retelling of an Arthurian legend, but it is a particularly distinguished and
cohesive one; it is not easy to read, but it is well worth the reading.
Tolan, Stephanie S. The Last of Eden. Warne, 1980. 79-22512. ISBN 0-7232-6177-6. 154p.
$8.95.
It is fifteen-year-old Mike (Michelle) who tells the story of her sophomore year at
Ad Turnbull, a boarding school for girls that seems, for a time, to be a haven, Mike's
7-10 Eden. Mike has a special rapport with her roommate, Marty, that is disrupted by a
new girl at school, Sylva; sly and calculating, Sylva breaks up the friendship and
woos Marty away from Mike. Baffled by the school's rumors that Sylva and Marty
have a lesbian relationship, Mike is indignant, but she learns that it's true. Both Sylva
and Marty leave Turnbull, and a teacher gives Mike a talk that helps her understand.
There's an occasional sense of the message dominating the narrative, and an occa-
sional sagging of the story line, but Tolan does a good job of creating the characters
and relationships and of picturing the intense self-focus of the private school world.
Tolan, Stephanie S. The Liberation of Tansy Warner. Scribner, 1980. 79-2853. ISBN 0-684-
16523-6. 192p. $7.95.
Ninth-grade Tansy is thrilled when she is cast as Anne Frank in a school play; she
R knows her icy, disapproving father will show little response, but she can't wait to get
6-9 home and tell her mother. Mother has always been warm, supportive, helpful, and
there. But Tansy comes home to find a note from Mom saying that she has left and
won't be coming back, that she has to "have some value in the world." Dad at first
assumes that it's a brief act of defiance, but when he realizes his wife has left forever,
he retreats into silence and apathy. It's up to Tansy and her older brother and sister
to run the household and take care of family finances, and Tansy finds it hard to
continue rehearsals, but she can't give up the play she loves. She's also determined
to find her mother, does so, and learns that the breach is irrevocable; despite her love
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for her children, Mom can't go back to being a housekeeper dominated by an over-
bearing husband. The plot threads (home and school play) merge smoothly, and the
story is expanded by Tansy's relationships with her peers, and deepened by the
perceptive delineation of relationships. As often happens, the most unpleasant
character in the story, Dad, is the most powerfully drawn, and the depiction is
consistent; even when Tansy's moving performance as Anne Frank brings kudos
from everyone who knows her, Dad-who has come to the performance as a
duty-makes no attempt to approach Tansy after the performance.
Wallace, Daisy, ed. Fairy Poems; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Holiday House, 1980. 79-
18763. ISBN 0-8234-0371-8. 32p. $6.95.
As in her earlier compilations (Witch Poems, Monster Poems) Wallace has chosen
R with a wise, selective eye just enough good poems to compile an attractive mini-
K-3 anthology. The Hyman illustrations have a light, jaunty line save for the occasional
dark touches that echo poems about evil fairies; the selections are by poets ranging
from Shakespeare to Prelutsky, and include some favorites, like Allingham's "The
Fairies" and Fyleman's "The Fairies Have Never a Penny to Spend."
Watanabe, Shigeo. What a Good Lunch; illus. by Yasuo Ohtomo. Collins, 1980. 79-19535.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-529-05579-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-529-05580-5. 28p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.91.
A small bear sits in his high chair and looks over his lunch. He drinks the soup; it
R spills out of the shallow bowl. He tries to pour strawberry jam; it spills. He tackles
2-4 the spaghetti; it's elusive. Clean, bright pictures show the bear's dismay, and if the
yrs. young listener (or the reader-aloud) expects a lesson on table implements or manners,
he or she will have a surprise. The cub pours everything into one dish, eats it with his
paws, and beams, "What a good lunch! I ate it all by myself!" It's enough to warm
the heart of any messy beginning eater.
Weiss, Ellen. Things to Make and Do for Christmas; written and illus. by Ellen Weiss. Watts,
1980. 79-23799. ISBN 0-531-02293-5. 48p. $7.90.
A few games, some rather limp riddles ("What animal can see just as well from
Ad either end?" "A reindeer with its eyes closed.") and some simple recipes are included
2-4 in this book, but most of the projects are decorative:' Christmas cards, a paper
wreath, tree ornaments (one of which is a cone filled with "nuts and candy or
sweets") and wrapping paper. The instructions are not always complete, but the
projects are not difficult nor do they require materials difficult to obtain. The in-
structions for recipes include a reminder to have an adult turn on the oven, but there
are no suggestions about using a potholder or washing hands. The illustrations, in
which the participants are all animals, are cheerful and bright if not markedly attrac-
tive.
Witty, Margot. A Day in the Life of an Emergency Room Nurse; illus. with photographs by
Sarah Lewis. Troll, 1979. 78-68842. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-89375-226-6. 32p. $5.89.
Color photographs record the day of an attractive black woman, Audrey Jackson,
R as she serves on the emergency room staff of a suburban hospital. Save for one
3-5 patient in cardiac arrest, the people she sees are in serious rather than dangerous
condition: asthmatic attack, a fractured ankle bone (skateboarding), a cut forehead,
and an assortment of minor pains due to various suspected sources. Nothing unusual
here, but the book is written in a direct, simple style and it gives information in easily
assimilable fashion.
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